Kronos for Public Safety
Corrections
Kronos for Public Safety at Work in Corrections

**SOLUTIONS**

The Kronos® Workforce Absence Manager™ solution helps automate and streamline the application of attendance and leave policies — no matter how complex. Enforce rules consistently. Control costs. And minimize the risk and productivity effects associated with employee absence.

The Kronos TeleStaff™ automated public safety scheduling solution integrates with the Kronos Workforce Central® suite. A time-tested, proven scheduling solution, Kronos TeleStaff optimizes the scheduling, communications, and deployment of corrections officers and other public safety personnel.

The Kronos Workforce Analytics™ application helps managers gain instant visibility into workforce trends and outliers to identify areas of opportunity for innovation and growth; maximize productivity and minimize costs; maintain predictable labor expenses; and stay within budget.

The Kronos Workforce Timekeeper™ solution applies work and pay rules consistently to reduce payroll inflation, errors, and overtime. It enforces and tracks complex compliance requirements such as labor laws and union rules. And it reduces administrative tasks so your staff can focus on value-added activities.

The Kronos Workforce Mobile™ application allows employees to complete common administrative tasks right on their mobile devices. Supervisors can easily see and respond to potential workforce management issues from anywhere. And officers can perform their time management tasks whenever, wherever.

---

**EDUCATION FACILITY**

Role: Correctional Educator
Issue: How to track instructor in/out times to ensure accountability?
Solution: Absence Manager

**INIRMARY**

Role: Nurse
Issue: How to verify the accuracy of hours billed?
Solution: Timekeeper

**HOUSING BLOCKS**

Role: Correctional Officer
Issue: How to find the right officer to cover a callout?
Solution: TeleStaff

**ADMINISTRATION**

Role: Warden
Issue: How are absences affecting my facility’s treatment and anti-recidivism programs?
Solutions: Analytics and TeleStaff

**MUSTER ROOM**

Role: Shift Supervisor
Issue: How can I ensure adequate post coverage quickly?
Solution: TeleStaff

**PRISON INDUSTRIES**

Role: Correctional Officer
Issue: Who is on-premise?

**PRISON INDUSTRIES**

Role: Working Inmates
Issue: How to track total hours worked for accurate records?
Solution: Timekeeper

**COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS**

Role: Probation and Parole Officers
Issue: How to ensure off-site, in-transit accountability?
Solution: Mobile

**CENTRAL OFFICE**

Role: HR Specialists
Issue: How to track leave requests to ensure FMLA compliance?
Solution: Absence Manager

**PRISONER TRANSPORT**

Role: Transportation Officer
Issue: Do staffed officers have the proper certification?
Solution: TeleStaff
Kronos is the global leader in delivering workforce management solutions in the cloud. Tens of thousands of organizations in more than 100 countries — including over 2,000 government agencies — use Kronos to control labor costs, minimize compliance risk, and improve workforce productivity. Learn more about Kronos industry-specific time and attendance, scheduling, absence management, HR and payroll, hiring, and labor analytics applications at www.kronos.com. **Kronos: Workforce Innovation That Works™.**

Put Kronos for Public Safety solutions to work for you:

+1 800 225 1561 | kronos.com/government